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Tuning the Josephson diode response with an ac current
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Josephson diodes are superconducting elements that show an asymmetry in the critical current depending
on the direction of the current. Here, we theoretically explore how an alternating current bias can tune the
response of such a diode. We show that for slow driving there is always a regime where the system can only
carry zero-voltage dc current in one direction, thus effectively behaving as an ideal Josephson diode. Under fast
driving, the diode efficiency is also tunable, although the ideal regime cannot be reached in this case. We also
investigate the residual dissipation due to the time-dependent current bias and show that it remains small. All our
conclusions are solely based on the critical current asymmetry of the junction, and are thus compatible with any
Josephson diode.
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Superconductivity offers the potential for a new generation
of electronic devices characterized by minimal or zero dis-
sipation and rapid response times [1]. Within this promising
landscape, the nonreciprocal phenomenon in superconducting
systems known as the “superconducting diode effect” has
garnered substantial attention in recent times [2–69], for a
recent review see Ref. [70].

In these systems, the critical currents in the two directions
are different, |I+

c | �= |I−
c |. The conventional figure of merit

for such superconducting diodes is the diode efficiency, de-
fined by η = |(I+

c + I−
c )/(I+

c − I−
c )|. This metric quantifies

the asymmetry in critical currents, a pivotal aspect of diode
functionality. Therefore, maximizing η is an important aspect
for potential applications of superconducting diodes. An ideal
diode (η = ±1) is characterized by supporting supercurrents
only in one direction. So far, different directions have been
explored to approach unity efficiency, including multiple An-
dreev reflections after applying a small bias voltage [55],
concatenating several junctions in parallel [19,64], and three
terminal superconducting devices (triodes) [46]. Recently,
there was a proposal for an ideal diode with dissipation based
on the application of an electric field perpendicular to the
supercurrent propagation [71].
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On the other hand, Ref. [47] demonstrated experimentally
how a periodic modulation of the bias current, Iac, can tune the
effective diode efficiency. Even though the system had a rela-
tively low η for Iac = 0, it could be tuned to the ideal regime at
finite Iac, with a measurable zero-resistance plateau that only
extends for one direction of the dc bias current. The possi-
bility of modulating the diode response using time-dependent
voltage biasing has been studied theoretically in Ref. [72] in
topological junctions, demonstrating a regime where η effec-
tively approaches one, but with very small critical current. The
ideal regime was also analyzed theoretically in quantum dot
systems subject to two ac signals out of phase [73,74].

Motivated by the recent experimental observations of
Ref. [47], we present here the theoretical analysis of the
current-driven superconducting diode. We consider a super-
conducting diode subject to a current bias that has a dc and
an ac component, see Fig. 1(a). We focus on two limiting
scenarios where the frequency of the ac driving is either much
smaller or much larger than the inverse characteristic time of
the junction, related to its critical current and normal resis-
tance, and we derive analytical insight in the diode response
in both cases. We explain why, independent of the origin of the
diode effect, a slowly varying Iac can tune the diode to become
effectively ideal. In the opposite fast-driving regime, we show
that the efficiency can be modulated but will never reach one.
Driven superconducting junctions can still dissipate power
due to fluctuations of the superconducting phase, even if the
resistance is zero. We therefore also calculate the dissipated
power of the driven diode, deriving analytic expressions for
the slow and fast driving limits. We show that the dissipation
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FIG. 1. Diode response in the slow-driving regime.
(a) Schematic of the circuit we consider. (b) Average differential
resistance as a function of the two current biases. Red dashed lines
show the boundaries of the zero-voltage region as predicted by
the adiabatic theory, given by Ĩ±

dc = I±
c ∓ Iac. The black and blue

dots denote the parameters used for the lower panels of Fig. 2.
(c) Average voltage drop across the junction as a function of Idc, for
Iac = 0 (blue) and Iac = 1.2i0 (red). (d) Effective diode efficiency
as a function of Iac, as extracted from (b). In all panels, we used
I (ϕ) = i0 sin(ϕ) + i0 sin(2ϕ − π

2 ) and ω0 = 0.1i0.

in the ideal diode regime can be several orders of magnitude
smaller than in the junction in the normal state for the same
dc current and normal resistance.

We exemplify our insights with a simple diode geometry
based on a SQUID. Higher harmonics in the current–phase
relationship (CPR) can lead to an asymmetric critical cur-
rent when a magnetic flux penetrates the loop [19]. Several
mechanisms can contribute to higher harmonics, including
high-transmission modes [75] and inductance effects [6,76],
studied before in the context of quantum ratchets [77]. Here,
we focus on the latter, which can be experimentally realized
using thin, disordered, or granular superconductors [78–80].
We show that the system can be tuned to the ideal diode
regime, with a dissipation that is several orders smaller than
in the metallic regime.

The circuit we consider is sketched in Fig. 1(a) and con-
sists of a superconducting junction (left) that is shunted by a
resistor with resistance R (right). The circuit is connected to
an external current source that can be used to bias the circuit
simultaneously with an ac and dc current, i.e., Ibias(t ) = Idc +
Iac cos(ωt ). Assuming the resistance R to be small enough that
the junction is in the overdamped limit, the equation of motion
for the superconducting phase difference over the junction ϕ

becomes

ϕ̇ + I (ϕ) = Idc + Iac cos(ωt ), (1)

where all currents have been renormalized by h̄/2eR, which
gives them units of s−1. The CPR I (ϕ) of the superconducting

junction has to be 2π periodic and can thus be expanded as

I (ϕ) =
∑
m�1

Im sin(mϕ + γm). (2)

In order to have a finite superconducting diode effect at
zero driving, i.e., Iac = 0, the junction must have an asymmet-
ric CPR in such a way that the system has a different maximal
current in both directions,

|I+
c | = |max

ϕ
I (ϕ)| �= |I−

c | = |min
ϕ

I (ϕ)|. (3)

In this work, we will not discuss under what physical con-
ditions such a diode effect can arise, but we will treat the
set of Fourier coefficients {Im, γm} as free parameters that can
describe any superconducting junction being part of the circuit
shown in Fig. 1(a). A simple example of a set of coefficients
that gives rise to a diode effect is I1 = I2 ≡ i0, γ2 = −π

2 ,
and all other coefficients set equal to zero. This CPR yields
I+
c = 2i0 and I−

c = − 9
8 i0 without current driving, and we will

use it below as a “toy” example to illustrate the response of a
superconducting diode to finite ac current driving. We note
that the main conclusions do not depend on the choice of
parameters.

We can analyze the response of the circuit to driving by
solving Eq. (1) numerically, see for example Fig. 1(b), where
we show the average differential resistance across the system,
d〈V 〉/dIdc, as a function of the current biases Iac and Idc, using
ω = 0.1i0, where 〈V 〉 is the averaged voltage drop over many
periods after the steady state is reached. This figure illustrates
one of the main points we explore in this work: the zero-
voltage superconducting window is tunable via the ac current
bias Iac. Moreover, we note that there exists a regime where
all zero-voltage supercurrent is positive, and there is one ac
bias in particular where the maximum dc current supported
at zero voltage is Ĩ+

dc > 0, whereas the minimum dc current
is Ĩ−

dc = 0, where the tilde indicates that this is the critical
dc current under driving. Here, one could say that the sys-
tem behaves effectively as an ideal diode. In Fig. 1(c) we
illustrate this regime by plotting the calculated voltage over
the junction 〈V 〉 as a function of Idc close to this special
point (red trace). A zero-voltage plateau extends from Idc ≈ 0
to Idc ≈ 0.8i0. The blue trace shows the V I characteristic at
Iac = 0, for comparison, confirming the limiting values given
by the CPR, I+

c = 2i0 and I−
c = − 9

8 i0, corresponding to a
diode efficiency of η = 0.28. Figure 1(d) shows the effective
efficiency η̃ = |(Ĩ+

dc + Ĩ−
dc)/(Ĩ+

dc − Ĩ−
dc)| as a function of Iac, as

extracted from the data presented in Fig. 1(b), showing an
increase from η̃ = 0.28 to η̃ = 1, as expected.

Below we will (i) present the simple picture that explains
the behavior of the junction in the slow-driving limit ω �
|I±

c |, explored in Fig. 1, and (ii) derive analytic understanding
of the opposite limit of fast driving, ω 	 |I±

c |, where the ex-
tent of the zero-voltage plateau is also tunable via Iac, although
to a lesser extent.

In the limit of ω � |I±
c |, it is helpful to use the common

interpretation of Eq. (1) in terms of an equation of motion
of a massless particle with coordinate ϕ in a time-dependent
tilted “washboard” potential. We thus write Eq. (1) in the form
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ϕ̇ + ∂ϕU (ϕ, t ) = 0, where

U (ϕ, t ) = −
∑
m�1

Im

m
cos(mϕ + γm) − [Idc + Iac cos(ωt )]ϕ.

(4)

Since there is no inertia, the particle always adjusts its velocity
ϕ̇ instantaneously to the local gradient of the potential, such
that the friction force −ϕ̇ and the force −∂ϕU cancel. A
finite average voltage 〈V 〉 = (h̄/2e)〈ϕ̇〉 corresponds to a finite
average velocity of the particle, and in the slow-driving limit
〈ϕ̇〉 �= 0 can only arise when there are parts of the driving
period where U has no local minima, i.e., it increases or
decreases monotonically. The particle will thus be stuck in
the same minimum, resulting in zero average voltage, when
the equation ∂ϕU (ϕ, t ) = I (ϕ) − Idc − Iac cos(ωt ) = 0 has so-
lutions for all t . This leads to the simple condition

I−
c + Iac < Idc < I+

c − Iac (5)

for the lowest zero-voltage plateau; the boundaries of this
region are indicated by the red dashed lines in Fig. 1(b). The
effective diode efficiency at finite Iac follows as

η̃ = I+
c + I−

c

I+
c − I−

c − 2Iac
, (6)

from which we find that the maximal efficiency η̃ = ±1 oc-
curs simply when Iac = min{|I−

c |, |I+
c |}. For larger Iac, the

zero-resistance window does not contain Idc = 0 and the in-
terpretation of η̃ as an effective diode efficiency becomes
meaningless, gray area in Fig. 1(d).

Let us illustrate this picture for the example CPR consid-
ered in Fig. 1, where the effective efficiency reaches η̃ = 1 for
Iac = |I−

c |. For this particular driving strength, the behavior
of the time-dependent potential U (ϕ, t ) is sketched in the
top row of Fig. 2 for Idc > 0, Idc = 0 and Idc < 0 (brown,
orange, and yellow curves, respectively). The driving pro-
vides a time-dependent tilt of the potential; the potentials with
maximal negative (t = n T ) and positive [t = (n + 1

2 )T ] tilt
per period are shown in the first and third columns of Fig. 2.
For an adiabatic drive, the phase would be able to adapt to
the instantaneous potential, and a finite average voltage can
thus develop as soon as the potential becomes monotonous
for part of the driving period. For Idc = 0 (orange curve),
this happens exactly at t = (n + 1

2 )T , where the tilt is max-
imal. A small additional current bias Idc �= 0 yields an extra
time-independent tilt −Idcϕ in the potential. If Idc > 0 (brown
curve), the extra dc tilt restores the barriers at t = (n + 1

2 )T
resulting in the particle being trapped in the same minimum
during the whole period and 〈ϕ̇〉 = 0. In contrast, any Idc < 0
(yellow curve) would increase the slope of the curve resulting
in a part of the driving period around t = (n + 1

2 )T where the
potential has no local minima and maxima, allowing a finite
average velocity 〈ϕ̇〉 < 0 which makes the system resistive.
This illustrates the physics of the η̃ = 1 case, where a finite
voltage drop appears only for one direction of the dc current.

In reality, driving is never truly in the (infinitely) slow
limit, and most additional structures seen in Fig. 1(b) can
be attributed to finite-frequency effects. The Shapiro steps
observed outside the zero-voltage region reflect the fact that
the number of local minima that the phase can drift per period
is discrete, as illustrated by the dots in the right panels of

FIG. 2. Rocking washboard potential. Effective time-dependent
potential describing the Josephson diode under an ac current drive,
I = Idc + Iac cos(ωt ), where the dots illustrate the phase dynamics.
Upper panels show the situation where the diode is in the ideal
regime with Idc = −0.3i0 (yellow), 0 (orange), and 0.3i0 (brown).
The phase stays in the same potential minimum after a cycle for
Idc � 0, while it can drift for Idc < 0, ending up in a different min-
imum after each period. Lower panels correspond to the black and
blue dots in Fig. 1(b), Iac = 0.4i0 and Idc = ±i0. For Idc = i0 (blue)
the potential always has local minima and the phase is trapped. In
contrast, the phase can drift for Idc = −i0. Depending on the driving
frequency, the phase can stay or drift between neighboring minima
(black and gray dots), leading to the doubling of the Shapiro steps
shown in Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 2, and this number increases with increasing Iac. The
apparent doubling of the number of Shapiro steps at Idc < −Iac

is a result of the specific shape of our CPR [77]: The time-
dependent potential for a point in the region with additional
Shapiro steps [black dot in Fig. 1(b)] is illustrated by the black
curve in the lower panels of Fig. 2. In this case, the black
potential with the smallest average slope has two inequivalent
local minima. Considering the driving frequency to be finite,
the first dissipative processes yield a phase jump between
the different potential minima (gray dots). It then takes two
periods to change the phase by an integer of 2π , whereas in
Fig. 2(a) the first available process changes the phase by a
multiple of 2π each period. This explains the doubling of the
Shapiro steps shown in Fig. 1(b). For comparison, we show in
blue the situation with the opposite Idc [blue dot in Fig. 1(b)],
where the phase does not drift, implying an asymmetry of the
Josephson potential. All this means that the detailed structure
of the Shapiro steps in the (Iac, Idc) plane encodes information
about the shape of the CPR.

In the case of fast driving, ω 	 |I±
c |, the reaction of the

phase to the driving is more complex. Still, the system can
show a region with an average zero voltage drop, as shown in
Fig. 3(a), and we can derive analytic expressions describing
the boundaries of this region.

In the zero voltage drop situation, the phase is periodic in
time and can be written as

ϕ(t ) = α0 +
∑
n�1

αn cos(nωt + βn). (7)
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100

FIG. 3. Diode response in the fast-driving regime. (a) Differen-
tial resistance as a function of the dc and ac bias currents. The red
dashed lines correspond to the critical currents predicted by Eq. (9).
(b) Effective diode efficiency as a function of Iac. In both panels we
use the same CPR as in Fig. 1 and we set ω = 25i0.

Inserting this Fourier expansion into the CPR (2), we find that
we can write

I (ϕ) =
∑
m�1

ImIm

[
eiγm

∏
n�0

∑
p

ipJp(mαn)eipnωt eipβn

]
, (8)

with Jp(x) being the pth Bessel function of the first kind
and using β0 = 0. We can then inspect Eq. (1) and equate
all zero-frequency terms, which yields the equation Idc =∑

m�1 Im sin(mα0 + γm)
∏

n�1 J0(mαn). Equating all terms in
Eq. (1) that oscillate with frequency ω, and then all terms
that oscillate with nω where n > 1, we find that in the limit
ω 	 Im we have Iac ≈ ωα1 and all αn with n > 1 can be
neglected. This finally yields

Idc =
∑
m�1

Im sin(mα0 + γm)J0

(
m

Iac

ω

)
, (9)

and the boundaries of the zero-voltage region are the maximal
and minimal dc current that can be supported according to this
equation by adjusting α0. We thus see that in the fast-driving
limit the leading effect of the driving is a “dressing” of all
Fourier components of the CPR by a factor J0(mIac/ω).

The red dashed lines in Fig. 3(a) show the maximal and
minimal zero-voltage dc currents I±

dc found from Eq. (9) for
the chosen parameters (see captions of Figs. 1 and 3). For this
particularly simple CPR, analytic expressions for the critical
currents can in fact be derived, but in general one needs to
find the extrema of the dressed CPR (9) numerically. The
corresponding effective diode efficiency as a function of Iac is
shown in Fig. 3(b), which is clearly tunable through Iac but to
a lesser extent than in the slow-driving case. We note that the
directionality of the diode behavior can be changed by tuning
Iac. The efficiency does not exceed |η̃| ≈ 0.34, but we still see
that it can be improved by approximately 10% as compared to
the nondriven case. Indeed, fast driving cannot tune the diode
to become ideal (η̃ = 1) since the dressed CPR is also zero on
average.

In all cases considered, even if the average voltage drop
across the junction, and therefore the calculated differential
resistance, is zero, the driven diode can still dissipate energy.
This occurs because of shifts in the phase ϕ resulting from
alterations in the location of the potential minima. To quantify

this effect, we calculate the average dissipated power as

P = 1

T

∫ T

0
dt V (t )Ibias(t ), (10)

where we integrate over one period, assuming that the sys-
tem has reached steady state. In the slow-driving regime,
the residual dissipation is due to changes of the effective
potential that shifts the minima. Considering the zero-voltage
region, where the phase stays trapped in the same local min-
imum, we can expand the potential around this minimum
as U (ϕ, t ) ≈ U0 + α(ϕ − ϕmin)2 − Ibias(t )ϕ and derive from
Eq. (1)

Pslow ≈ ω2I2
acR

8α2
. (11)

From this expression, it is clear that decreasing the driving fre-
quency or increasing the sharpness of the confining potential,
α, will decrease dissipation. In the fast-driving regime, one
can use Eq. (7) to find

Pfast ≈ I2
acR

2
. (12)

In Fig. S5 of the Supplemental Material [81], we compare
dissipation in the slow- and the fast-driving regimes and
show that the two approximate expressions (11,12) fit nu-
merical results well. We see that the system will dissipate
much more energy in the fast-driving than in the slow-driving
regime, even in the regime where differential resistance is
zero. Indeed, the phase remains in the same potential well
(zero voltage drop in average), although it cannot adapt to
the minimum instantaneously, leading to a phase amplitude
proportional to Iac, and a dissipated power ∝ I2

ac.
Finally, we discuss a physical implementation where our

predictions can be tested, although the described mechanism
is general and compatible with all diode proposals based
on dc mechanisms. Here, we consider a SQUID with two
arms that have a finite inductance, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a),
a well understood device [76]. In that figure, we use an
inductance for each arm that has a value of L = 0.2h̄/e i0
that would correspond to ∼1nH for a critical current of ∼100
nA. This condition can be easily reached in a superconductor-
semiconductor junction where the critical current is tunable.
For simplicity, we consider that the two junctions have a
sinusoidal CPR. The inductance leads to the onset of higher
harmonics in the CPR of each of the junctions. We find
an asymmetry in the SQUID’s critical current whenever the
critical currents or the inductances of the two junctions are dif-
ferent and there is a finite magnetic flux penetrating the loop.
The CPR is shown in Fig. 4(a), indeed showing an asymmetry
between negative and positive directions. The calculated dif-
ferential resistance under driving is shown in Fig. 4(b) for the
slow-driving regime, showing signatures that are qualitatively
similar to those of the simple diode example of Fig. 1(c). The
blue curve in Fig. 4(c) shows a line cut of the differential
resistance at Iac = 1.32i0, where η̃ = 1 for a realistic diode
implementation. In Fig. 4(d) we show the dissipated power
for the inductance-based diode in the slow-driving regime, as
calculated from Eq. (10), using a logarithmic color scale. The
dissipated power is strongly suppressed in the zero differential
resistance region, see Fig. 4(c), where it is approximately
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FIG. 4. Inductance diode. (a) CPR. Inset: sketch of the system,
consisting of two conventional Josephson junctions in a SQUID
geometry, where the arms of the loop have a finite inductance.
(b) Differential resistance. (c) Resistance (blue) and dissipated Joule
power (solid red) as a function of the dc current for Ĩac = 1.32i0.
Dashed line shows the dissipated power in the normal state. (d) Dis-
sipated power as a function of the ac and dc bias current. The
critical currents of the two junctions are taken as i1c = i2c/2 =
i0, L = 0.2h̄/e i0, and the flux due to the external magnetic field

E/
0 = 0.35, with 
0 being the flux quantum.

given by Eq. (11). In Fig. 4(c) we also show a line cut of
the dissipated power at η̃ = 1 (solid red line). For illustration,
we show the dissipated power by the device in the normal

state with Iac = 0 (dashed line). We note a reduction of sev-
eral orders of magnitude, demonstrating that ideal diodes are
promising for low-dissipation circuit elements.

To conclude, in this article we studied the possibility to
control the superconducting diode response using ac current
driving. We have shown that a slow drive can tune the system
to a situation where the zero-resistance plateau extends in
only one direction, yielding an effective efficiency of one,
independent of the diode origin. We illustrated this possibility
in a realistic implementation of a SQUID diode based on
Josephson junctions with significant inductance. Another ex-
ample can be found in Ref. [47], where the SQUID Josephson
junctions themselves feature higher harmonics. In the oppo-
site regime of high-frequency driving, the drive can still tune
the diode response, but without ever reaching efficiency one.
In all cases, the system will dissipate energy under driving
due to phase fluctuations in time. We have shown that in the
slow-driving regime this dissipation can be small, opening the
door for new low-dissipation circuit elements. The proposal
and realization of an ideal superconducting diode is an open
challenge in the field.
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